Prices Realized - OHNS Auction #25 - January 7, 2017
Hammer prices are given below. Net $ amount includes the 10% buyer’s fee.
M = Lot sold to a mail bidder.

Lot#
Hammer
1
$90.00
2
$65.00
3
$45.00
4
$160.00
5
$55.00
6
$55.00
7
$120.00
8
$105.00
9 M
$200.00
10
$110.00
11
$190.00
12
$100.00
13
$80.00
14
$110.00
15
$70.00
16
$85.00
17
$2,650.00
18
$50.00
19 M
$130.00
20
$110.00
21
$335.00
22
$1,100.00
23
$80.00
24
$120.00
25
$70.00
26 M
$80.00
27
$140.00
28
$100.00
29
$150.00
30
$110.00
31
$150.00
32
$120.00
33
$160.00

Net Lot#
$99.00
34
$71.50
35
$49.50
36
$176.00
37
$60.50
38
$60.50
39
$132.00
40 M
$115.50
41 M
$220.00
42
$121.00
43 M
$209.00
44
$110.00
45 M
$88.00
46
$121.00
47
$77.00
48 M
$93.50
49
$2,915.00
50
$55.00
51
$143.00
52
$121.00
53
$368.50
54
$1,210.00
55
$88.00
56
$132.00
57
$77.00
58
$88.00
59
$154.00
60 M
$110.00
61
$165.00
62
$121.00
63
$165.00
64
$132.00
65
$176.00
66

Hammer
$85.00
$250.00
$110.00
$150.00
$350.00
$80.00
$60.00
$100.00
$80.00
$451.00
$170.00
$700.00
$900.00
$160.00
$375.00
$110.00
$100.00
$352.00
$130.00
$50.00
$70.00
$65.00
$400.00
$320.00
$100.00
$70.00
$90.00
$45.00
$90.00
$50.00
$170.00
$110.00
$60.00

Net
Lot#
$93.50
67
$275.00
68
$121.00
69
$165.00
70
$385.00
71
$88.00
72
$66.00
73
$110.00
74
$88.00
75
$496.10
76
$187.00
77
$770.00
78
$990.00
79
$176.00
80
$412.50
81
$121.00
82
$110.00
83
$387.20
84
$143.00
85
$55.00
86
$77.00
87
$71.50
88
$440.00
89
$352.00
90
$110.00
91
$77.00
92
$99.00
93
$49.50
94
$99.00
95
$55.00
96
$187.00
$121.00
$66.00 TOTAL

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Hammer
$35.00
$170.00
$90.00
$325.00
$150.00
$130.00
$140.00
$180.00
$80.00
$60.00
$130.00
$460.00
$180.00
$150.00
$130.00
$110.00
$200.00
$100.00
$85.00
$75.00
$100.00
$80.00
$35.00
$180.00
$150.00
$75.00
$210.00
$12.50
$39.00
$55.00

Net
$38.50
$187.00
$99.00
$357.50
$165.00
$143.00
$154.00
$198.00
$88.00
$66.00
$143.00
$506.00
$198.00
$165.00
$143.00
$121.00
$220.00
$110.00
$93.50
$82.50
$110.00
$88.00
$38.50
$198.00
$165.00
$82.50
$231.00
$13.75
$42.90
$60.50

$17,614.50 $19,375.95

OHNS Auction #25 Rules

Auction #25 Catalog Descriptions

Welcome to the twenty–fifth OHNS Hobo Nickel Auction!
We hope you are successful in obtaining the lot(s) you bid
on and that you enjoy the fun and fellowship of one of the
fastest growing numismatic clubs in the country! Bid
liberally and with confidence that each lot is described
completely and accurately. We ask that you review the
Auction Rules below and adhere to them closely which
will make it a fun auction for everyone. GOOD LUCK!

For those unfamiliar with our OHNS Auction Catalog,
There are several designations and abbreviations used
throughout the catalog.
1. Unless otherwise noted, all carvings described are on
Buffalo (1913-1938) nickels.
2. Each lot with a Quality Designation (QD) has been
reviewed and graded by two authenticators. The
authenticators’ last names appear at the beginning of each
description. The QD or Registration (used in early years)
number is listed in the item description.

1. All lots are guaranteed as described. Any typos or other
errors will be called to your attention at the beginning of
the auction.

3 If the carving’s artist is known, the name is listed and if
the carving is a Classic (old, original) or Modern (carved
since 1980) just below the lot number’s photo.

2. Bidding is open to all paid up (thru 2017) members of
OHNS, and will be conducted on both a Mail Bid and
Floor Bid basis.

4. Right after the “Classic” or “Modern” designation, you
will find a quality designation (Superior, Above Average,
Average) for the carving itself. If the authenticators
disagree as to the carving’s the quality, two levels will be
noted. For example Ave/Ave(L) means the first
authenticator indicated the carving grades Average and the
second authenticator indicates the grade is Average (Low).
Note that abbreviations like Abv for Above, Sup for
Superior and Ave for Average may be used to save space.

3 ALL Mail bids must be sent to Marc Banks, PO Box
5, Avon, CT 06001-0005 and received by December 28,
2016. You may scan your bid sheet and email as an
attachment to Marc at banksmarc@sbcglobal.net. Or call
Marc at 860-658-7482 if you have any questions about
bidding.
4. The certification or quality designation papers for lots
examined by OHNS will accompany each lot unless
otherwise indicated. A photo is also included. No OHNS
QD paperwork for hobo tokens, hobo postcards, and multicoin bulk lots (unless noted).

5. An estimate of the grade of the nickel itself (G or Good,
VG or Very Good, F or Fine, or XF or Extra Fine, etc.) is
also noted just below the coin’s photo.

5. There will be a 10% buyer’s fee and a 5% seller’s fee.

6 If the host coin’s date is legible, the date (and mint mark
if known) is also noted just below the coin’s photo. If the
date has been removed or worn off, the description will be
either “ND” or “No Date.”

6. Owners may submit one (1) mail bid on each of their
coins. This will serve as a “minimum bid” if the owner
desires. NO floor bids will be accepted from an owner
on their coins. If the owner wins his/her own lot, they are
obligated to pay both the 5% seller’s fee and 10% buyer’s
fee. Contact Marc Banks if you have any questions.

7. The lot number descriptions are a summary of the
information provided by the two authenticators on the QD
form. If there is a significant disagreement on the carving
or who the artist is, this will be noted in the description. In
many cases there is not enough room to include all the
Authenticators’ remarks in the catalog descriptions. Please
contact Ralph Winter (see page 3 for contact information)
if you have a question about a particular lot. Also please
note that most all of the modern carvings have been signed
in some manner. Again, contact Ralph Winter if you have a
question about this.

7. NO unlimited bids will be accepted. The Bidder’s
OHNS number must be included on all Mail Bids. This
number will also be your floor bidding number.
8. ALL payments must be made by CHECK (preferred)
or cash only, with checks being made out to Marc
Banks. PLEASE include your OHNS number on all
checks. Have any questions about this sale? Phone Marc at
860-658-7482 or email at banksmarc@sbcglobal.net.
9. Postage and insurance will be added to the invoice for all
successful Mail Bidders.

8. If larger pictures are needed to make a bidding decision,
digital photographs of any lots pictured in this catalog can
be obtained by emailing Ralph Winter (see page 3).

10. All sales are final, and payments must be made
promptly.

9. Any lots where the proceeds are going to a charity or
OHNS will be noted in the catalog.

11. A list of prices realized will appear in the next BoTales
and will also be posted on the OHNS website at:
www.hobonickels.org following the auction.

10. An Auction 25 Bid Sheet can be found on page 23. You
may photocopy this page. You may also download an
Auction Bid sheet from the OHNS website.

BoTales

5

Winter 2016

Lot 1 – Bearded Man Wearing Derby

Lot 4 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Classic: Average 1913-P Type 2 XF

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1913 Type 1 G

Farnsworth/Alpert: Smallish derby has a straight brim and a
segmented band. Punched hair-beard-mustache and irregular ear.
Simple collar; no coat. Nose profile altered at top. Chisel dressed
field. Decent eye appeal. LIBERTY and date remain. No QD
number. Was Lot 36 in Auction 15.

Alpert/Banks: Hat has wrap-around brim and a hatband with fine
vertical lines. Smooth hat dome. Rough hair-beard-mustache;
simple ear. Profile unaltered. Shirt collar with flap, plus coat
collar. C-shaped ear with thick outer rim. Nicely dressed smooth
field with LIBERTY removed. Some post-carving circulation
wear. Very nice eye appeal and patina. QD 16-SA-003.

Lot 2 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 5 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Unknown Classic: Average No Date Type 2 AU
Alpert/Banks: Two straight grooves form the hat brim and band
with a simple bow. C-shaped ear with hole in lower center.
Lightly-carved hair using near-vertical fine cuts, on back of head
and forehead with rougher gouges or punches for the beard and
mustache. Profile unaltered. Simple collar with round punch at
front (buttonhole?). X-crosshatching on shoulder. Field smoothly
dressed with LIBERTY removed. QD 16-SA-001.

Unknown Classic: Average 1913 Type 2 XF
Alpert/Banks: Simple shallow derby: a straight groove forms the
brim, another, the top of the band; in between is a row of squares.
A small ear is almost hidden in the hair against the brim. Hair
and Amish-style beard (no mustache) formed by deep cuts; hair
extends towards forehead. Chisel-dressed neck and field at left.
Simple curved grove collar. Profile unaltered, but a groove
parallels the nose. QD 16-SA-007

Lot 3 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 6 – Moe Howard

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/Ave(H) No Date T2 XF
Alpert/Banks: Many features nicely formed using a chisel: hair
and beard, neck, and field (Liberty removed). Nice shallow hat:
thin arced brim with sharp pointy ends and fine vertical lines
below the plain hat band; dome is nicely pebbled. Profile
unaltered except for rounding the nose. Eye reworked and
eyebrow added. No discernible ear. Simple grooves form a
double collar. On reverse all the legends were nicely chiseled off.
Entire coin is gold plated, with nearly all the plating still present.
Nice eye appeal. QD 16-SA-002.
BoTales

Amy Armstrong Modern: Superior 1937 XF
Alpert/Banks: A modern portrait of Moe Howard of the Three
Stooges. Nice ¾ view to left, with bangs haircut, ear, eyes, nose,
mouth (straight line) and chin all excellently carved. Field
perfectly smooth with LIBERTY removed. Entire obverse is
highly polished to a shiny black appearance. QD 16-SA-012
6

Winter 2016

Lot 7 – Two Hobo Nickels

Lot 10 – Bearded Man Wearing a Straw Hat

Bill Jameson and Pedro Villarrubia Modern
Superior carving by contemporary artist Bill Jameson of a long
haired man wearing a derby on a 1936 nickel and a man wearing
a hat carved by modern Spanish artist Pedro Villarrubia. No QD
papers with this lot.

“Smoothie” Classic: Average(H) No Date G
Fivaz/Alpert: Three rows of zigzag wriggle cuts form the top of
the hat and a narrow row forms the thin hat brim. Bow on
hatband. C-shaped ear. Typical carved collar of “Smoothie.”
Hair-beard-mustached punched or possibly carved. Field behind
subject polished smooth. QD M-012.

Lot 8 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 11 – Four Hobo Nickels DONATION

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1913 Type 2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: Carving displays nice work starting with an
engraved hat complete with band. A well-formed ear sits amidst
head/facial hair that has been finely punched in. A slight
amendment to the profile is also evident, mainly above the nose.
A double lined collar has also been added. Field shows good
ability, with date and LIBERTY remaining intact on this nice
clean specimen. QD 16-AD-02.

Unknown Classics
Four classic hobo nickels by unknown carvers. All depict a
bearded man wearing a hat. First three are all 1913 Type 1
nickels and the fourth is dated 1917. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 9 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 12 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

“Wrinkles” Classic: Above Average No Date Type 2 S

“Smokin Joe” Classic: Above Average 1913 T2 XF

Banks/DelFavero: Derby with three dimensional raised brim.
Punched hair & beard. Nicely detailed ear. Modified profile
including nose and mouth with large upper lip. Altered eye with
crow’s feet wrinkles across brow. Well-dressed fields give a
cameo look to carving. Great eye appeal. Looks to be “Wrinkles”
but differences to hat and ear and no collar. QD 12-MB-013
BoTales

DelFavero/Banks: A very nice example carved by nicknamed
artist “Smokin Joe.” Detail has been punched and engraved. Hat
with nice band and bow & accent lines. Head /facial hair, collar,
alterations to the profile, and of course a cigarette with plume of
smoke. Date and LIBERTY are left intact on this nice medium
toned coin. Nice overall look. QD 16-AD-33.
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Winter 2016

Lot 13 – Lion Head

Lot 16 – Two Hobo Nickels

Howard Thomas Modern: Superior 1936-S F/VF

Unknown Classics

Alpert/Banks: A modern work by Howard Thomas, picturing a
male lion head. ¾ view to left, with a prominent mane, all around
the face. All excellently carved. Date and LIBERTY remain in
panels; signature T in shield to upper left of date. Numbered 09
below the date. This is Thomas at his best. Great eye appeal.
QD 16-SA-013

Two classic hobo nickels by unknown carvers. The first is on a
1913 nickel and is on a bearded man wearing a derby. The
second is on a 1917 nickel depicting a hatless bearded man. The
reverse shows the Bison urinating (above photo). No QD papers.

Lot 17 – Bearded Man/Hiking Hobo w/Bindle

Lot 14 – Two Hobo Nickels

Unknown Classic: Superior No Date T2 S mint
DelFavero/Banks: Beautiful double-sided classic carving. Very
fine work by a talented artist on both sides of this coin. Skillfully
cut lines form the hair, eyebrow and eyelash, moustache and
beard on obverse. Nicely finished hat and collar with cross-hatch
pattern. Reverse carving is among one of the nicest I have seen.
Better facial features than usually seen on reverse carvings.
Well-proportioned figure with accent lines. Great eye appeal on
both sides. QD 16-AD-13

Ralph Perrico and Cliff Kraft Moderns
Two modern hobo nickels by talented artists. The first is of a
long-haired man wearing a hat by contemporary carver Ralph
Perrico and is on a 1935 nickel. The second carving, on a 1913
nickel, depicts an Indian maiden and is by the late Cliff Kraft. No
QD Papers with this lot.

Lot 15 – Two Hobo Nickels

Lot 18 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Ray Castro and Shaun Hughes Moderns

Unknown Classic: Average(H) 1920 F

Two modern hobo nickels. The first is traditional style depicting
a bearded man wearing a derby. This is on a1936 nickel by
modern carver Ray Castro. The second coin is by contemporary
British artist Shaun Hughes. It is a carving of a sailor smoking a
pipe and is rendered on a 1937 Buffalo nickel. No QD papers
with this lot.
BoTales

DelFavero/Banks: Modifications to the host coin’s Indian include
an added ear, altered eye, and modified profile (enlarged nose,
jaw line and mouth). Nicely outlined derby and finely punched
hair and stubble beard. Tall collar and narrow lapel are outlined.
Remnants of the host coin still visible. Coarsely dressed fields.
Nice overall look. QD 16-AD-003
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Winter 2016

Lot 19 – Hatless Kaiser

Lot 22 – Three-Sided Carving

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/AbvAve(L) ND T2 AU
DelFavero/Banks: Nice example of a classic carving of a Kaiser
without a parade helmet. Indian’s hair has been retained. Ear is
nicely carved and properly positioned. Upturned moustache and
military type collar and shirt with two buttons completes the
look. Profile is unaltered, the jaw line has been accented. The
field behind the head is nicely dressed. QD 16-AD-05

Bob Shamey Modern: Superior .999 2 oz. Silver Round
DelFavero/Banks: Skillfully executed double-sided carving by a
master metal worker. Shamey has created two wonderful hobo
scenes on this carving. Deeply recessed fields make the carvings
on both sides jump out. Shamey displays his skill of carving
miniature designs with a locomotive & railroad cars around the
edge of this piece. Eye catching carving. QD 12-AD-026

Lot 20 –Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 23 – Ten Postcards

“Braidy” Classic: Above Average(H) 1913 T1 XF
DelFavero/Banks: A nice example by prolific nicknamed artist
“Braidy”. with nice texturing adorning the crown of the hat. In
addition to the hat all the diagnostics of this carver are well
executed: the ear, the punched hair and beard, punched eye, the
aquiline nose and chiseled collar. Well-dressed field behind the
head. QD 16-AD-016

Lot 21 – Bert & Bo/Hobo by Railroad Tracks

Mike Cirelli Modern: Superior .999 2 oz. Silver Round
DelFavero/Banks: Beautiful 2-sided carving. Profiles of Bert
Weigand and George Washington “Bo” Hughes side by side on
the obverse. Cirelli has captured the essence of these two early
carvers whose images appear on many classic carvings. The
reverse depicts a hobo seated on a stump next to camp fire along
railroad tracts. The scene is symbolic of the hobo way of life
travelling by rail. QD 16-AD-025
BoTales

Bulk lot of 10 old postcards. No QD papers with this lot.
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Winter 2016

Lot 24 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 26 Continued

Unknown Classic: Above Average(L) No Date T2 XF

Bulk lot of four modern hobo nickels. Bottom left column Lou
Acker man wearing a hat; Ray Castro soldier; above unknown
classic style modern carving and reverse carving by John
Belmonte. No QD papers with this lot.

Banks/Alpert: High domed hat with long narrow brim with a bow
on the band. Hair, long beard and moustache are done with small
circular punch marks. Ear is outlined and punched in the center.
Facial features include frown lines on the forehead, eyebrow,
altered eye and profile (nose). Cigarette in mouth. Neat collar
with lapel. Fields dressed with BERTY left below the hat brim.
QD 12-MB-09

Lot 27 – Two Hobo Nickels

Lot 25 – Nine OHNS Hobo Tokens

Unknown Classics: Both Dated 1916
Bulk lot of two classic hobo nickels. Both depict a bearded man
wearing a hat and are on 1916 dated nickels. No QD papers.

Lot 28 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Bulk lot of nine OHNS hobo tokens including 1998 silver struck
on Jefferson nickel, 2003 copper and 2003 silver, 2004 copper
and silver and 2007 copper and silver tokens. No QD papers.

Lot 26 – Four Hobo Nickels

“Rough Beard” Classic: Abv Average 1913 T2 XF/AU
DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic rendering by nicknamed artist
“Rough Beard” in which he has punched and engraved assorted
details. The artist has added a hat with band, nice well-formed
ear, head/ facial hair, nice double collar, and alterations to the
profile. Date and LIBERTY remain intact; field is nicely peened
with a mild toning. Well-formed derby with crescent shaped brim
(crown is nicely peened on this example; roughly punched beard;
Clean fields are lightly peened. Nice addition to any collection.
QD 16-AD-034

BoTales
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Winter 2016

Lot 29– Carving of Pope

Lot 32– Two Hobo Nickels

“Peerless” Classic: Above Average 1913 Type 2 XF

Bulk lot of two outstanding modern carvings. The Leprechaun at
left was carved by Joe Paonessa. The nickel was partially carved
at the 2015 FUN convention. No Date Type 2 nickel. The reverse
carving of a hobo walking the tracks was executed by the late
James Stewart. No QD papers with this lot.

Joe Paonessa & James Stewart Moderns
DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic carving by nicknamed artist
“Peerless”, and is one of only a couple known Pope Renderings
by him. Our artist has added a textured, red painted skull cap,
ear, hair , collar/ shoulder area, and cross with chain. All work is
engraved with liner tool work evident, LIBERTY and date left
intact. Field work is pretty nice, and toning is medium. Profile
unaltered. QD 16-AD-35

Lot 33– Two Hobo Nickels

Lot 30– Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Steve Cox and Andy Gonzales Moderns
Bulk lot of two nickels, The first carving is of a Gargoyle by
Steve Cox and executed on a 1935 dated nickel. The cat with the
inlaid diamond stone on the cat’s collar is an early work by Andy
Gonzales on a 1972 Jefferson nickel. No QD papers with these
nickels.

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1913 Type 1 F
DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic rendering by an unknown artist in
which he has added an adorned hat, out of place ear, head/ facial
hair, collar, eye, nose, and profile alterations. Date has been
removed and field has ray like cut lines which radiate out from
the subject. All work is punched and engraved toning is medium
dark. Nice contrast. QD 16-AD-36

Lot 34 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 31 – Two Hobo Nickels

Unknown Classics: Ave/AbvAve(L) 1914-D XF
DelFavero/Fivaz: A nice classic carving on a semi key date
(1914-D) nickel. Long, sweeping strokes used for hair and beard.
Hat well done with hatband and bow. Ethnically altered profile.
Hat brim is wrap around style. Deep bold lines used to cover
Indian’s feathers. Overall good eye appeal. QD 10-AD-007

Unknown Classics: 1918 and 1928 Dated Nickels
Bulk lot of two classic hobo nickels. Both depict a bearded man
wearing a hat. No QD papers with this lot.
Bo Tales
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Winter 2016

Lot 35 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 38 –Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classic: Superior/Above Ave ND-P XF

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1913 T1 VF

DelFavero/Fivaz: The unknown artist used very precise lines in
carving this classic piece. Very fine punch used for hair and
beard. Horizontal, interrupted lines in hat crown; hatband with
large bow. Ear resembles backward question mark. Well done
collar, shirt and tie. Nice smooth field with LIBERTY removed.
QD 10-AD-018. Was Lot 71 in Auction 19.

Banks/Alpert: Domed hat with band and narrow brim has been
outlined with carved lines as has the profile and collar. Hat and
collar texturized. Altered nose and nostril. No mouth or lips
visible. Nicely carved ear overlaps hat brim. Neatly punched hair
and beard. Fields textured with all but L & I remaining in
LIBERTY. Nice overall eye appeal. QD 11-MB-075

Lot 39 – Three Hobo Nickels

Lot 36 – Three Hobo Nickels - DONATION

Archie Taylor, Wabon Eddings, J. Allen Moderns

Frank Brazell, John Dorusa & Unknown Moderns

Bulk lot of three modern carvings on no date Buffalo nickels.
The first is of a bearded man wearing a hat by Archie Taylor; the
second is by Wabon Eddings; the third carving of a WWII
soldier is a signed coin by J. Allen. No QD papers with this lot.

Bulk lot of three modern hobo nickels: unsigned Frank Brazell
on 1930 nickel; John Dorusa on 1927 nickel and a warrior by
unknown carver on 1935 nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 40 – Two Hobo Style Carvings

Lot 37 – Bearded Man/”MARIE” - DONATION

Unknown Classic: Above Average No Date Type 2 F
DelFavero/Banks: A nice classic era example where the artist has
added a nice domed hat with a raised brim and ban decorated
with vertical lines. Our artist has also engraved and punched in
head/facial hair, slightly raised metal ear and collar area. Date
and LIBERTY are totally removed leaving the full field area
dotted by way of point tool. Fields are nicely stippled. Toning is
medium with elemental dark patches, and verdigris cutting
through middle area etc.. Reverse of coin is engraved “MARIE”
in larger to smaller block lettering over buffalo’s body. Despite
darkly tone surfaces and some tarnished areas, this carving has a
great look. QD 16-AD-045.
BoTales

Tyler Tyson Moderns
Bulk lot of two hobo style carvings by Tyler Tyson. The first is a
traditional bearded man wearing a derby carved on a 1937 nickel.
The second is of a man wearing a hat carved on ¼ ADVP oz.
copper round. No QD papers with this lot.
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Lot 41 –Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 44 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classic: AbvAve(H)/AbvAve 1913 T2 XF

Unknown Classic: Above Average(L) 1920-D VF

DelFavero/Banks: Nice carving with substantial alterations.
Artist has added a blunt ended brimmed hat with a vertically
lined band sitting slightly angled backwards on head. He also
added stippled head/facial hair, carved ear, amendments to the
profile including a rounded end, off the chin beard, and engraved
collar and shoulder area that preserves the date. BERTY is left
showing in nicely done field. QD 16-AD-006

Alpert/Banks: Simple derby with raised slightly-curved thin
brim, and thicker hat band with vertical grooves. Smooth hat
dome. Almond-shaped ear. Hair and Amish-style beard consist of
raised pellets. No mustache, unaltered profile. Chisel-dressed
field and neck. No collar. Nice overall look. QD 16-SA-005.

Lot 42– Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 45– Irish Man Smoking a Pipe

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/AbvAve(L) 1913 T2 XF
Alpert/Banks: Shallow domed hat with crescent-shaped brim.
Small ear against brim. Hair and beard composed of nicely
placed crescent punch marks. High collar with jeweled stick pin.
Cleanly dressed fields with LIBERTY left intact. Nice graybrown patina. QD 16-SA-006.

Matt Ticulous Classic: AbvAve(H)/Sup(L) 1913 T2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: Well-carved classic caricature of an Irishman
wearing a cap with a textured band and a down-turned brim.
Nicely detailed ear is diagnostic of the works of the talented
nicknamed carver Matt Ticulous. Finely carved hair & whiskers
along the jaw line. Profile modifications include a small upturned
nose, larger upper lip and tightly closed mouth. Altered eye with
small eyebrow added. Fields are cleanly dressed. Great overall
workmanship and eye appeal. QD 16-AD-004

Lot 43 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 46– Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classic: Above Average(H) ND T2 XF
Alpert/Banks:. Nice hat with straight brim, and broader hat band
with horizontal lines and bowtie above the ear. Light stippling on
somewhat shallow dome of the hat. Hair-beard-mustache lightly
carved. Ear is small and incuse with faint internal detail. Profile
is strongly altered, with an enlarged nose and nostril. Eye is
altered with an eyeball and eyelashes (or eyebrow?). Narrow
shirt collar with rayed gem stickpin at front. Coat has a collar
with diagonal parallel grooves. Field is nicely dressed smooth,
with LIBERTY removed. QD 16-SA-004
BoTales

Unknown Classic: Superior No Date Type 2 F
DelFavero/Banks: Every aspect of this classic carving indicates it
was the work of an accomplished carver. Particularly striking is
the depth of the carving as seen on the hat brim, ear and jaw line.
Finely dressed fields and great contrast further enhance this
carving. 16-AD-007
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Lot 47 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 50 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

“Peanut Ear Classic”: Above Average 1913 Type 1 XF

“Spiffy” Classic: Above Average ND (1915?) T2 AU/XF

DelFavero/Banks: This is a very nice example of the work of the
nicknamed classic carver “Peanut Ear”. In addition to diagnostics
usually seen on his carvings, this full-bearded variety has
texturing not often seen on the crown of the hat and on the collar.
Very nice workmanship and eye appeal. QD 16-AD-11

DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic rendering by nicknamed artist
“Spiffy” in which a hat has been added, as well as an ear,
head/facial hair, and long collar. All work is punched and
engraved on this minimalists work. Date has been mostly
removed LIBERTY remains though. Field work is nice on this
medium toned coin. QD 16-AD-37

Lot 48 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 51 – Greek Olympian

“Schnozz” Classic: Above Average(H) 1913-S T1 XF
DelFavero/Banks: Beautifully carved hobo nickel by early carver
known only as the “Schnozz” based on the bulbous nose that
appears on many of his works. Only the nostril has been
modified on this example, but the carving displays all the major
characteristics seen on carvings by this artist. “Schnozz” carvings
are done on S mint nickels suggesting these works were done on
the west coast. Great eye appeal. QD 16-AD-44

DelFavero/Banks: A classic era post hand injury work by George
Washington “Bo” Hughes which depicts an Olympian
competitor. Work has been crudely punched in as well as mild
engraving being used. Subject has a head band, hair, and altered
profile including lips. Wire brushed field work is a little choppy,
toning is mild to medium. QD 16-AD-40

Lot 49 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 52 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

“Bo” Hughes Classic: Average(H) 1937 F

“Needle Ear” Classic: Above Average 1913 Type 2 F

“Flat Nose” Classic: Above Average 1914 XF

DelFavero/Banks: Nice original carving by well-known
nicknamed artist “Needle Ear.” Artist has added a hat with
numerous alterations, needle shaped ear, head and facial hair,
simple collar, and profile changes. Date remains as well as
ERTY. All work is carved with engraving, burnishing and
peening tools. QD 16-AD-31
BoTales

DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic era carving by nicknamed artist
“Flat Nose,” in which the maker has added a hat with the usual
adornments, ear, head/facial hair. Also added are enhanced eye,
eye brow, nostril, profile work, and double lined collar. Date and
LIBERTY remain intact amongst the usual field work. Toning is
medium to dark on this beautiful coin. QD 16-AD-42
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Lot 53– Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 55 Continued

Unknown Classic: Average No Date Type 2 F
DelFavero/Banks: Heavy use of a knife or graver on this classic
carving. Domed hat with straight brim and hat band. Large ear
overlaps hat brim. Carved lines form hair and beard (no
moustache). Simple collar with crescent punch mark forming the
lapel. Somewhat deep fields chiseled and scratched to remove
Indian’s feathers and LIBERTY. Medium toned coin. Decent
overall look. QD 16-AD-38

Lot 54 – Two Hobo Nickels

Bulk lot of 11 old postcards. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 56 – Long Haired Man - DONATION

Unknown Classics
Bulk Lot of two classic hobo nickels. The first is on a 1913
nickel and second depicts a bearded man wearing a hat on a no
date type 2 nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 55 – Eleven Postcards

“Bo” Hughes Classic: Above Average No Date Type 2
Alpert/Banks: This is a classic carving by George Washington
“Bo” Hughes apparently pre-hand injury depicting a hatless man
with long straight to slightly wavy hair. The hair is nicely
engraved and covers most of the face, neck and shoulder, and is
continuous with the mustache and beard. A Roman numeral
1920 date (MCMXX) is carved at the bottom of the obverse.
Field dressed behind the head. A pitted coin was used to carve
the nickel. The pitting is strong on the reverse, light on the cheek
and nose, but not present on the carved areas. Carving is perhaps
a depiction of Moses. Nose has been altered. Nice golden brown
toning LIBERTY has been left intact.. QD 15-SA-09

BoTales
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Lot 57– Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 60– Two Hobo Nickels

Larry Foster and Blanca de la Hoz Moderns

“Bo” Hughes Classic: Average(L) 1936 VG/F

Two modern carvings. The first depicts a bearded man wearing a
hat carved on a no date type 2 coin. The second of a bearded man
wearing a hat with a cigarette in his mouth is by Spanish artist
Blanca de la Hoz and is on a 1935 dated coin. No QD papers.

DelFavero/Banks: Post 1957 carving by “Bo”. One of a number
of clowns carved by this artist. Heavy reliance on punching as a
consequence of his hand injury. The artist has carved and deeply
punched in a puff topped fancy hat, hair, C shaped ear, nose,
make-up, ruffled collar and shoulder area. All work is very
typical of coins produced by this artist from this point in his life.
LIBERTY has been removed but date remains. Field work is
choppy and wire brushed to obscure itself. Toning is dark to
medium on this carving. QD 16-AD-41.

Lot 61– Four Hobo Nickels

Lot 58 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

1980’s Artists Modern Carvings
Bulk lot of four modern carved nickels. A signed J. Press Daniel
Boone, signed J. Allen clown, signed Frank Brazzell train
engineer and unsigned Wabon Eddings. No QD papers.

Unknown Classic: Average 1915 F/VF
DelFavero/Banks: Hat with shallow crown and simple threedimensional hat brim. Small, oval ear, altered bridge of nose.
Small, overlapping punch marks form hair, moustache and beard.
Carved cigarette reaches to rim of nickel. Deeply outlined shirt
and jacket collar with label and button hole. Fields somewhat
rough. Punched o below date (carver’s signature(?). Carved lines
and punching darkened to add contrast. Wavy field with hard to
read date remaining and LIBERTY removed. QD 16-AD-39

Lot 62– Four Hobo Nickels

Lot 59 – Two Hobo Nickels

Modern Carvings
Bulk lot of four modern carved nickels. A reverse carving of a
man scratching his head by Eric Truitt, a reverse carving of a
long nosed man by Mike Pezak, a mustached man wearing a hat
by Jose Mercado and a carving by Daniel Beard. No QD papers.

Elmer Villarin and Alan Chemomashentsev Moderns
Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickels. Young man wearing a hat
by Elmer Villarin and Anton Chigurh by Alan Chemomashentsev
on a 1921 dated nickel. No QD papers with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 63 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 66 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classic: Average(H) No Date Type 2 XF

Unknown Classic: Above Average No Date Type 2 XF

Alpert/Banks: Shallow crown on hat with long pointed brim.
Plain band. Neatly punched hair and beard. Well positioned Cshaped ear. No modification of profile or eye. Lapel on jacket is
very distinctive and faces opposite direction usually seen. May
aid in identifying other works by this carver. Fields clean, but
somewhat rough. Carving displays good contrast. QD 16-SA-008

DelFavero/Banks: Extensive use of a liner tool to good effect on
this classic carving. Nice adornments include a domed hat with a
long, pointed brim, shirt collar and jacket. Fine lines for hair and
skillful punching for the beard. Hint of an ear. Unaltered profile.
Cleanly dressed fields where the liner tool hasn’t been used.
Very attractive work. QD 16-AD-021

Lot 64 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 67 – Bust of Man Facing Viewer

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/ Ave(H) 1916 XF/AU

Bob Shamey Modern: Superior 1962 Jefferson 5¢ BU

Alpert/Banks: The outline of the hat on this classic hobo nickel
appears to have been done hurriedly, but the crown is decorated
with fine stippling. A Long crescent-shaped punch was used to
create long hair. The beard and moustache display an etched look
not often seen. The collar has a similar textured look. A nice
stick pin sits at the front of the collar. The fields are somewhat
scratchy. QD 16_SA-009

Alpert/Banks: Modern caricature of a beardless man gazing
upward and an open mouth by a skilled carver who is renowned
for his miniature art works. A floppy hat and collar add character
to this work. Nice high relief and highly polished (proof-like)
surfaces give this carving tremendous eye appeal. QD 16-SA-015

Lot 68 – Bearded Man/Man Looking Out of Train

Lot 65 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Sam Alfano Modern: Superior .999 2 oz. Silver Round
DelFavero/Banks: Nice double sided carving by Master engraver
Sam Alfano. Traditional hobo carving on obverse skillfully
placed within a leaf pattern border. Deep carving results in
tremendous depth to the carving. Reverse depicts a hobo leaning
out of a railroad car. Scene displays much depth as railroad cars
are seen behind him in the background. Matching border to
obverse and same deep relief. Beautiful detail overall. Nice satin
surface. QD 16-AD-027

Peanut Ear?? Classic: Ave(H)/AbvAve(L) 1913 T2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: All signs point to an early carving by prolific
artist “Peanut Ear”. Artist adds hat with bow (more defined than
usual) and band, long peanut shaped ear, punched in head/facial
hair, and seagull collar. Over all look is slightly different than
normal, which could indicate an earlier carving. LIBERTY and
date remain intact on this darkened coin. QD 16-AD-20
BoTales
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Lot 69 – Four Hobo Nickels

Lot 72 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

“Braidy” Classic: Above Average 1927 XF

Unknown Classics

DelFavero/Banks: Carving has the characteristic domed hat with
beveled brim; a crescent shaped ear; punched hair, eyebrow,
moustache and beard; altered eye; and heavily notched nose.
This example has had more of the braid removed than generally
seen and also is on later date nickel than usually seen. Field work
is slightly coarse. Nice overall eye-appeal. QD 16-AD-43

Bulk lot of four classic carvings by unknown carvers. The first
two nickels pictured are dated 1929 and 1913. The last two are
No date Type 2 nickels. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 70 – Bearded Man wearing a Straw Hat

Lot 73 – Bearded Man Wearing Coolie Hat

“Tufty” Classic: Above Average 1913 T1 AU
Banks/Alpert: Most “Tufty” nickels have a domed hat, so this
flat-topped straw hat is unusual, and very well done. The band is
a wide chisel cut done in the same manner as the collar, a trade
mark of this carver. A thin, straight raised-brim extends nearly
from one side of the coin to the other. Other markers of this artist
are the large oval ear with a depression in the center, nicely
punched hair, moustache and beard, a tuft of hair on the
forehead, a partially open mouth and a notch of metal removed at
the bridge of the nose. Nice eye appeal. QD 12-MB-102

DelFavero/Banks: Non-typical classic carving. Major
modifications to the host coin include the reduced size of the
head, altered eye, profile and mouth. The neck has been greatly
reduced in the manner of works by nicknamed carver “Thin
Neck”. Nicely carved hair and whiskers. Cleanly recessed fields
(LIBERTY intact) add depth to the work. QD 16-AD-017

Lot 71 –Partially Bald Man with Long Sideburns

Lot 74 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1917 XF

“Patty nO’Hair” Classic: Average 1913 Type 2 F

“Peanut Ear” Classic: Above Average No Date T2 XF

Alpert/Fivaz: The hair-neck features may have been ground
down before work began. The top of head is bald with a fringe of
hair all around. Similar hair forms the beard down the jawline.
Profile altered – chin rounded, nose altered, smile to mouth,
facial wrinkles (deep furrows in brow), and sparsely punched
mustache. Decent ear. QD M-023

Alpert/DelFavero: A slightly atypical carving by the prolific
nicknamed artist “Peanut Ear.” Slight variation in the shape of
the ear, the hatband, the nostril alteration and the V-shaped
collar. The dome of the hat is peened, as is the date and field
area. Date removed while it remains on most other “Peanut Ear”
carvings. QD 14-SA-013

BoTales
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Lot 75 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 78 – Bearded Man/Dove Over Flag

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/AbvAve(H) No Date T2 XF

DelFavero/Banks: Master engraver and medal artist Steve Adams
shows his stuff with this one. Obverse boasts a near perfect
medal quality standard image complete with adorned hat, true to
life ear, tightly engraved hair, collar, and a textured field with
border. Reverse shows a dove sculpted in the foreground amidst
a backdrop of stripes of a flag. Corner of flag has an indented
textured hobo head for an extra touch. Both surfaces have a
beautiful satin surface. Tremendous eye appeal. QD 16-AD-028

Steve Adams Modern: Superior .999 2 oz. Silver Round
DelFavero/Banks: Skillfully worked classic hobo nickel. This
carving makes a good first impression, but further study reveals a
wealth of fine detail throughout. The crown of the hat is
smoothly dressed with very fine accent lines, a delicate threedimensional brim and delicate accenting of the band and bow.
The same attention to detail is seen in the shirt collar and jacket.
Recessed fields add further depth to the carving. Nicely toned;
good contrast. QD 16-AD-014

Lot 79 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 76 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

“Tufty” Classic: AbvAve/AbvAve(L) 1916 AU
DelFavero/Banks: Nice example of early nicknamed carver
Tufty’s work done on a high grade host coin. This classic carving
has the diagnostic domed hat with a long pointed brim; engraved
ear with a wide outer rim; notch on bridge of nose; densely
punched hair (and tuft of hair under the brim), moustache and
beard (somewhat sparse on chin); remnants of the braid and
chiseled collar. QD 16-AD-012

Unknown Classic: Average(L) 1916 F
DelFavero/Banks: Classic hobo nickel with traditional domed hat
and beard. Despite remnants of feathers and braid still visible,
this is still a very collectible piece. Nicely engraved ear.
Scraggly hair and beard created with small crescent-shaped
punch marks. Shirt and jacket collars outlined. Date & BERTY
remain. Decent overall look. QD 16-AD-08

Lot 80– Two Hobo Nickels

Lot 77– Two Hobo Nickels

Amy Armstrong & Andris Smilga Moderns
Bulk lot of two contemporary carved coins. The first is a superior
carving of a man wearing a cap and smoking a cigarette on a
1928 nickel. The second is by Andris Smilga and is a portrait of
Fidel Castro on a 1935 dated nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

Classics: No Date and 1913
Bulk lot of two classic hobo nickels. Both depict a bearded man
wearing a hat. No QD papers with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 81 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 84 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Stephen Cox Modern: Superior 1937 XF

Unknown Classic: Average(H) 1917 VG

Alpert/Banks: Hat has a broad wrap-around brim, band with
scale-like texture & a rectangular dome. Nice large ear with
internal detail. Hair-beard-mustache neatly carved with fine
parallel lines. Profile drastically altered: ski nose, lips, jaw line.
Smooth neck, simple scale-like collar. Inner ring around portrait,
with circles between it and border of coin, incorporating
LIBERTY & date. Everything excellently carved. Entire obverse
has an overall light very fine sandblasted luster. QD 16-SA-014

DelFavero/Banks: All areas of this coin have been altered with
exception of the shoulder. Artist has added a banded hat, textured
with liner tool graver. He has also chiseled in an ear, head/facial
hair, nostril, and nostril cut. Neck area is smooth with no collar.
Field area is lightly stippled with LIBERTY removed. An
impressive line around the edge of coin has been added to this
darkened and naturally toned piece. QD 16-AD-009

Lot 85 – Five Hobo Nickels - DONATION

Lot 82– Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Junior OHNS Member Brent Pearson Moderns

Unknown Classic: Average(H) 1913 Type 2 F

Bulk lot of five modern carved buffalo nickels by OHNS Junior
member Brent Pearson, JM1475. No QD papers with this lot.

DelFavero/Banks: Classic carving with nicely smoothed derby.
Hat band and brim defined with cut lines. Densely punched hair,
moustache and beard. No ear or modification to profile. Collar
with small flap at front. Dressed fields. Medium to dark toning.
Nice overall look. QD 16-AD-022

Lot 86 – Two Hobo Nickels

Lot 83– Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classics: Average(L) No Date Type 2 XF
and Below Average/BelowAve(H) 1924 F

DelFavero/Banks: On 1st coin artist has smoothed the surface,
then worked in detail. He has added an adorned hat, head/ facial
hair, ear, eye, profile changes, collar, and shoulder area. All work
is close to crude with use of a heavy wriggle cut pattern to cover
up blemishes. LIBERTY & date removed. QD 16-AD-015. 2nd
coin is classic era hobo nickel showing sculpted, very crude,
smoothed work. Artist has added a hat, ear, and slight beard off
chin. It appears that the letters H R are chicken scratched on hat.
Surfaces including field area are very smooth but wavy.
LIBERTY is gone but date remains. QD 16-AD-18

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/AbvAve(L) 1913 T1 XF
DelFavero/Banks: Large domed hat with a thin, pointed brim and
band with a bow displaying fine accent lines. Small ear. Neatly
beaded hair and beard. Date altered to 1915 as is seen on
carvings by nicknamed carver “The Streak,” however hat and ear
differ on this carving. No collar. Profile unaltered. Cleanly
dressed neck and fields with LIBERTY left intact. Nice eye
appeal. QD 16-AD-019
BoTales
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Lot 87 – Three Hobo Nickels

Lot 90 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classic: Average(L)/Average(H) ND T2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: Classic carving with wild beard. Somewhat
reminiscent of nicknamed carver “Bristles,” but appears to be a
different carver. Nice hat with bow set at the very back. Wriggle
cut band. Engraved ear and slit for eye. Profile is unaltered.
Fields well dressed. QD 16-AD-23

Unknown Classics
Bulk lot of three classic hobo nickels. All depict a bearded man
wearing a derby. First is a No Date. Second on a 1913 nickel and
third on a 1920 date nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 91 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Lot 88 – Bearded Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classic: Above Average(H) No Date T2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: This classic carver has skillfully employed a
number of techniques in creating a carving with great eye appeal.
Delicate use of a liner tool is seen on the hat and jacket. The hair
and Amish style beard are precisely punched and the ear
engraved. The portrait is outline and the wriggle cut in the fields
perfectly borders the carving. QD 16-AD-24

Unknown Classic: Average 1920 VF
DelFavero/Banks: This is a good example of a largely knife
carved classic hobo nickel. Nice derby with band, bow and
decorated brim. Carved hair, beard and eyebrow give the work
good contrast. Ear and collar are somewhat rough. Fields are
cleanly dressed. Nice carving for the grade. QD 16-AD-10

Lot 92 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 89 – Reverse Carving of a Car - DONATION

Unknown Classic: Average(H) 1917 VF

Jeremy Hutson Modern: AbvAve(H)/AbvAve 1937 F

Alpert/Banks: A standard design classic hobo nickel. Simple
derby straight brim and plain hat band and smooth dome. Hair
and beard made by shallow round punches that appear blurry.
Mustache made using parallel cuts at the left edge of the lip.
Slanted C-shaped somewhat crude ear. Profile unaltered. Bold
collar with groove above and below. Field decently dressed with
fine scratches. QD 16-SA-10

DelFavero/Banks: Modern carving where the reverse has been
totally removed aside from the words FIVE CENTS. Our modern
artist has made an unusual carving which depicts the top view of
an automobile. This car looks to have a head scoop as well as an
open rear cab. This high relief carving has been toned to show
detail. QD 16-AD-32
BoTales
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Lot 93 – Bearded Man Wearing a Derby

Lot 96 – Nine OHNS Hobo Tokens

Unknown Classic: AbvAve/AbvAve(L) 1913 T1 VF/XF
Alpert/Banks: A standard design classic hobo nickel. Nice derby
with slightly curved brim, no hat band, and bold shading lines on
the dome – strong horizontal lines and lighter diagonal lines.
Large ear, C-shaped, with top under the brim, and internal detail;
bottom of ear has a very large ear lobe, extending down to the
collar. Double collar, shirt and coat. Diagonal shading lines on
coat and coat collar. Hair-beard-mustache formed using a fine
grid-like punch. Profile unaltered; nostril is enlarged. Field
decently dressed at left. Nice overall eye appeal due to the
contrast of the features and nice workmanship; looks great at
arm’s length as well as close up. QD 16-SA-011

Bulk lot of nine OHNS hobo tokens including 2009 copper and
silver tokens, 2010 copper and silver tokens, 2011 copper only
token, 2012 copper and silver tokens and 2013 copper and silver
tokens. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 94 – OHNS Members hip Token - DONATION

December 31st Deadline for Submission
There’s still time to apply for a Del Romines OHNS
Scholarship to one of the 2017 ANA Summer Seminar
sessions in Colorado Springs. You need to be an OHNS
member for at least three years and not be in arrears on
dues. You also need to submit in writing (not email) a
short essay (approximately 150 words) on why you
should receive a scholarship and what course you may
wish to take. Email education@money.org or phone
719-482-9850 for information on classes.
In addition to the essay, you need to include your
name, age (if less 18 or less), mailing address, phone
number, and, if you have one, your email address. Please
also provide both your ANA (if applicable) and OHNS
member numbers. Please mail to Bill Fivaz, PO Box
888660, Atlanta, GA 30356-0660. Applications must be
postmarked no later than December 31, 2016.
After the net proceeds from the annual OHNS FUN
Show Auction are made available, the board will
determine and notify the winners. The scholarship will
pay for the tuition, room, and meals at Colorado
College, and possibly some extra for travel expenses.
Please understand that being qualified and having
successfully applied does not guarantee that you will be
awarded a scholarship.
To attend winners must be ANA members. ANA dues
are $28 a year with online delivery of The Numismatist or
$46 a year with monthly mail delivery of the magazine.
See www.money.org for details.

OHNS Copper Membership Token
Large copper OHNS Membership token. Reverse is engraved
Albert L. Hall, RM-583. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 95 – Initialed Encased Nickel - DONATION

Encased 1937 Buffalo Nickel Initialed by
Encased 1937 nickel initialed by the following modern carvers:
Tyler Tyson, Keith Pedersen, Dan Tiny Cross, Aleksey Saburov,
Alex Ostrogradsky, Adam Leech, Joe Paonessa, Chris
DeFlorentis, Dan Aidif and Bruce Benoit. No QD papers with
this lot.
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FUN 2016 Auction Catalog ~ MAIL BID SHEET ~ OHNS Members ONLY!
MUST be Received NO LATER than Wednesday, December 28, 2016
OHNS Member#:__________ Name:_____________________________________ Phone#:___________________
Address:____________________________________ City:___________________ State:_____ ZIP:___________
Email Address:____________________________________________________________________________

Mail to: Marc Banks, PO Box 5, Avon, CT 60001-0005
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If you have a scanner and Internet access, you can go to: www.hobonickels.org and download and print the mail
bid sheet there; enter your bids into the Acrobat (.pdf) document; scan and attach scanned file to an Email and
send to Marc Banks. When you save the file, please include your last name in the file title.
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